
 

All NEMO Committee has organised the “CACM Annual Report 2020 Webinar” on 

14 October 2021 in cooperation with ENTSO-E. 

Bellow you can find the questions we received during the webinar and the related 

answers.  
QUESTION  1 

- From the SDAC slides we could see there was no price coupling on average in 2020. 

Previously, using DA data from 2019, one also observed that there was no hour where 

all bidding zones were price coupled. Since we do not have congestions at every hour, 

what is the underlying reason for this systematic market splitting? How can we 

improve it? nuno.pinhosilva@rdnester.com 

Q 1 PROPOSED ANSWER AND COMMENTS 

- First, it should be noted that the objective of market coupling is not having equal 

prices in different BZs, but efficiently allocating and pricing scarce cross border 

capacity and more efficient utilization of generation resources which leads to overall 

increase in economic surplus. 

- Differences in yearly averages may derive from limited number of hours of difference. 

In each hour, difference of prices at each side of the border connecting two bidding 

zones can be caused by limiting capacity, line losses that are considered in the model, 

ramping limits on the lines or other type of requirements limiting the flow between 

bidding zones.  All of them are related to the topology of the power net. 

Increase of transmission capacity leads to price convergence between bidding zones – 

so less difference in prices between bidding zones connected with capacity available 

compared to if no capacity is available.  

 

QUESTION  2 

- Good morning - did you evaluate the impact on repeatability in the future scenarios as 

well? the same would be good to know for distributed computing Pavel Svoboda 

Q2 PROPOSED ANSWER AND COMMENTS 

- Repeatability for future scenarios was not tested. The repeatability feature is a 

requirement linked to the algorithm version which is used and not the data. It’s 

expected that the results obtained with future scenarios will be like the ones obtained 

with historical data. 

- For the distributed computing, we did not perform repeatability tests yet at NEMOs 

side, as this will require to create first the testing environments with several machines 

and complete the validation of E11.0, which is the first industrialized version that 

supports distributed computing. NEMOs agree this information is interesting and 

should be assessed. We propose to follow up the discussions on JET-A on how to do it, 

when to do it and how this will be added to the next versions of the annual report. 
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QUESTION  3 

- Impressive how Euphemia is coping with the increasing complexity over the years. It 

was mentioned that R&D is still key for next improvements. Does it cost more to delay 

the results publication by say 15 minutes instead? What are the possible impacts on 

TSOs and Exchanges operations if any? a.salah@energetech.ae 

Q3 PROPOSED ANSWER AND COMMENTS 

- Indeed there has been huge changes over the last years and for the upcoming ones, 

the pace is going to be increased with the organic growth in markets and the 

incorporation of Core and Nordic FB, 15’MTU, … many changes already shown in the 

roadmap.  

One solution to address the effects of the increase in the number and complexity of 

requirements can be allocating more time to the calculation of results: this has already 

happened (time allocated to computation has been extended from 12 to 17 minutes) 

and further increases are being discussed to cope with the go-live of further and more 

challenging requirements. Anyway, any extension can only differently allocate time 

between computation, back up measures and fallback measures but always 

respecting the start and end moments set in the CACM. The update of the CACM 

regulation that is being prepared could bring amendments in this area. 

- An R&D plan is still needed, to constantly improve the quality of solutions and to 

avoid limiting in the short/medium term the set of supported requirements.  
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